SAFER SNORTING KIT
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO GET OFF SAFELY

STERILE STRAWS FOR SNORTING
Snorting drugs brings them directly into contact with the lining of your nasal cavity. Drugs can cause blood vessels to rupture, allowing tiny amounts of blood to leak out onto your straw. The transmission of blood can put you at risk of contracting bacterial infections or bloodbourne diseases such as hepatitis C. Dollar bills of all denominations can be teeming with germs.

Use the multi-colored straws to help you keep yours separate in a group. These straws are meant to be disposable, but if you need to reuse, only reuse your own! If you don’t have a straw, use a Post It.

STERILE SPOON FOR BUMPS
Sometimes we need to take another bump on the move. Use the spoon included in this kit instead of using a key, which could cause bacterial infection.

PLASTIC STERILE RAZOR
Use the plastic razor in the kit to fully crush all drugs into powder. Snorting shards and rocks increase your chance of rupturing blood vessels and contracting bloodbourne diseases.

STERILE FLAT SURFACE
Use the plastic card in the kit as a sterile surface off of which to crush and snort your drugs to avoid unnecessary contact with bacteria.

Flushing your nose with warm water after using can keep your nasal cavity healthier by dissolving any residual powder and carrying the drug into your throat so that none of it is wasted.